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3 of 3 people found the following review helpful. Vulkan Lives!By
RhymocerosThis is the second book within the Horus Heresy of a planned
trilogy, according to the Afterword by the author Nick Kyme, revolving around
Vulkan and the Salamanders. I didn't know this was a planned treatment for this
chapter, especially within the Horus Heresy, so it's a very nice surprise. I was
planning on giving up on the Heresy series because the plots were all over the
place and so many things didn't match up, but now I'm hoping the next book by
Mr. Kyme will be available through the Black Library as a signed and
numbered copy. The Unremembered Empire sort of messed it up for me, but this
book brought it back together, the characters were very well rounded and the
ending did not disappoint.No spoilers here, pick it up, it's worth it. This is one of
the few times I would say the cover art did not the the book justice. I would have
loved to have had Salamanders and Deathguard on the cover, Mortarion's own
were a satisfying presence. Makes me want to read more about Barbarus. How
'bout it Nick? Will you get started on a Mortarion Trilogy?The third book
should be the most criticized with very high expectations, I'm hoping it will open
the door for future novels for the Salamanders, maybe even now with the Black
Legion series coming out. Best wishes Nick. Thanks for the Odyssey.And what
about an art print for Vulkan Lives? that's one of my favorite covers.0 of 0
people found the following review helpful. Not bad. Not great, but not bad.By
MarcusIf I had a penny for every time the words Vulkan Lives appears in this
book...The story is not bad. It is a little slow and meandering at times, but that's
part of the Odyssey of these Salamanders trying to get home.There's a few plot
holes, but the most glaring for me was how a Legion home world was
essentially left with no defenses. Legion warships appear in-system, engage in
battle, land on the planet, and not so much as a single hail, or even a hint of
orbital defense. I suppose by the time you reach that point in the book, you just
want the damn plot to move along so let's just hurry up already...The overall
storyline was decent. It advances the overall Horus Heresy storyline, but the
devil is in the details.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Love it.By
Ben ShouseLove this book. Another great addition to the Horus Heresy series.
The latest title in the New York Times bestselling seriesVulkan lies in state
beneath the Fortress of Hera, and yet many of his sons still refuse to believe
that he is truly dead. After a seemingly miraculous rescue by the Ultramarines,
Artellus Numeon, once captain of the Pyre Guard, urges the other Salamanders
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